Buddha Conduit - Pure Space
This book may confuse and fry the brains of mere 3rd dimensional mortals as it didn't turn out to be a
normal past life regression account, something else came out that seems to describe a way of using
our deepest imagination to access a higher dimensional knowledge via consciousness (it seems more
like an attempt at channelling the Source' Wisdom)

The Buddhist tradition is the only tradition I have researched that has successfully deciphered this message
& I can confirm now that I may well have witnessed a depiction of the Buddha Land, and what I saw is
perfectly depicted in almost all images of Buddha's and especially the "wheel of Life" (below), in which
Buddha (top right of the image below) is actually pointing to a bright Light known to Buddhists as the "Pure
Lands" (top left of the image below) - In short, in the image below the large round circle in the centre
represents our Omni-dimensional Universe and all things within it, in the middle are the 3 poisons:
attachment, hatred, and ignorance (Kadampa tradition), these should be avoided at all cost for ascension to
occur! The picture will become clearer as you read and there is another illustration (mid way down the book)
Please note: I started this session with no physical body. I felt as if I was the Pure Infinite, unbounded,
limitless consciousness that existed in all places simultaneously - That is a more accurate description of this
being... Although it was mentioned that I created it, and I did but it was in fact somehow pre-created.

Infinite, omnipresent and pure consciousness is how we all started out & this is what we all
still are, just still the mind enough to observe it... In-Joy.

The Buddhist Wheel of Life

QHT = Quantum Healing Hypnosis Therapist
QHT: What is below you?
Client: Grass. (it appeared as a disk of grass floating in deep space)
QHT: Just grass?
Client: Dark Green Grass
QHT: Are there any trees?
Client: There's just the space underneath me, I think I created it, something to land on, I don't know
that it's anywhere, I think I was able to create this just to land on, I think I created everything.
QHT: What else can you see?
Client: I think maybe, whatever I can think. (imagine)
QHT: You say you created the grass?
Client: I needed something to come down on yes.
QHT: Can you create anything else?
Client: Yes, but I don't know that it's needed, I don't see the point, I just needed something to follow,
to get me here.
QHT: Do you know why you're there?
Client: Guided, I was guided.
QHT: Where do you think you're meant to be?
Client: I'm just meditating there on the grass, I can see outside of myself - I think I just had to create a
form and meditate, it's not me its my projection.
QHT: What does your projection look like?
Client: A Buddhist Monk.
QHT: What's he wearing?
Client: Robes, sat on the grass bald head.
QHT: What colour are the robes?
Client: Orange, I can change them (meaning I could change the colour at will)
QHT: Why is your projection meditating?
Client: To answer questions, to get the answers to questions. It's a safer way, to use a form as a
conduit, to transmit to another form in a singular, serial manner... I think I have to become it.
QHT: Can you become one..
Client: I am One.
QHT: With your creation?
Client: I am it yes
QHT: It sounds very Peaceful & relaxing
Client: The place is total total Peace anyway, it's almost a disturbance to create something here.
(thinking alone seemed to disturb the Peace)
QHT: What kind of questions are you asking?
Client: I can't ask questions, there's no need for any question, not there, I get the feeling you ask the
questions.
QHT: Is there only you around?
Client: Yes, it's just me on this manifested grass, I can make stuff, I can make any environment I want
but I think it's better to focus or I might get distracted by the creation
QHT: Lets move forward, are you still in the body of the monk?
Client: No, Nothing

QHT: Can you see anything around you?
Client: All this stuff, the stuff that information is made up of - no, I don't need to see it, I don't want to
look, need to be or do, I don't need any of that... Questions.
QHT: Why has the client always seen himself as a scientist?
Client: The question causes something to happen in this space, the question is pulling, it's pulling
me to the information... It's pulling.
QHT: Pulling you to where?
Client: To the left... I don't know what that's for, I don't know what that's all about... It's just void,
there's just void, there's only, there's just void...
QHT: You should be able to find the information you're looking for, from there you should be able to go
anywhere & do anything, you should be able to get the information you need.
Client: I think the information unfolds slowly, regardless.
QHT: Do you have any information about me?
Client: I think it's for me - "Ask more questions because it's about Healing"
QHT: Ask more questions about Healing?
Client: Yes my focus...
QHT: Healing how?
Client: With Light, with Mind, with Imagination.
QHT: How do we Heal with Light?
Client: With Imagination, layers of information.
QHT: Like the White Pyramid of Protection?
Client: Yes, exactly. (Imagine a sphere of Light around you once, that is "One Layer" of information,
do it twice, that is two layers and so on, if practised everyday, after a while it will become a real
object within the 3rd dimension - Quantum physics knows this because they've already created
imaginary particles in the Lab')
QHT: How can we use this to help others?
Client: It's the Intention that heals, the Imagination gives it power.
QHT: And people can do this themselves?
Client: The more you do it the more powerful it becomes.
QHT: And can we do this for people?
Client: Every minute, everyone, everywhere.
QHT: Is there anyone we could heal right now?
Client: It's the focus, and how much energy (time spent), anyone, everyone, everything, that's how it
happens, "Everything is Healed!"
QHT: Instant Healing?
Client: Everything is Healed, that's how it happens, Everything is healed.
QHT: What other ways are there apart from Light?
Client: Light is everything, Light is everything.
QHT: We can use this Light to heal animals?
Client: Everything, it's the Intention that heals...
QHT: How do we focus that Intention?
Client: With Imagination...
(Interruption)
QHT: Where are you now?

Client: The Void, The Void?
QHT: Are there any other energies around?
Client: Everything's around, it's the Void, it's everything
QHT: I don't understand the Void can you explain it to me?
Client: It's the Nothing that Everything is made up of, that's why it's hard to see (giggling), because
it's nothing. (people look for an image of god, god has no face or name, yet it is all faces & all names)
QHT: What are you doing there?
Client: I'm not sure, I'm just "Being" there, there's a connection there, I don't know, it's good, it
makes this Heart feel good...
QHT: Do you think you could travel anywhere?
Client: I don't think I want to... But I should do...
QHT: How are you feeling in the Void?
Client: Just Good, Just Free, just.... The same as everyone else (Namaste), pretty amazing really, it's
a good energy, it might fix this body, fix the Heart in this body, it's ummm, yeah it's good!! It's as if
everyone's here with me, there is nothing that is not, everyone is there.
QHT: There was information we discussed before that you would like to acquire, can you get that
information?
Client: Something stops me from going there, I'm not sure it's allowed, "unravel slowly, Patience",
I'm not sure it's allowed.
QHT: Ok so why are you back in the Void?
Client: I'm not sure, I'm not sure why I'm back here.
QHT: You can move out of the void (interrupted)
Client: I need a procedure, there's a procedure. (I needed to experience Life, I seemed to be “pre-life
experience”, so any questions about it made me conclude I was denied access because I could not
understand the images I was being shown, I was shown future lives but they made no sense and was
in fact less than nothing, I knew more about the nothing than I did the All - Initially I was not affected
by the "Time" so I remained where I was as I was in a place of NO TIME and moving through TIME
was not even a concept)
QHT: We can condense time and go through that procedure.
Client: One simple question & it won't let me access (understand) it.
QHT: What are the process's of moving through the Void?
Client: Hierarchy comes to mind.
QHT: Do you know the heirarchy?
Client: No! I don't need the hierarchy but it's the way, I think I am before Life, I need to go into one... I
don't know the way, "I'll be shown the way." (it seemed as if I was getting messages and relaying
them)
QHT: Have you found anyone to show you the way?
Client: I'm not sure of the way, I'm reading the information (images of future lives) but I don't seem to
be able to understand it, I don't understand it, I have to go through it (Life) to understand it.
QHT: You've lived many lives so you found a way, go to the point where you found a way... have you found a
way?
Client: I can pull that information towards me & I pull towards it, it stretches out towards me.
QHT: You can absorb that information.
Client: I do but I don't understand it until I've experienced it, I'm trying to go forward and
“hierarchy”... I don't understand it, I'm not allowed to understand it. (I was shown, I simply couldn't
understand the images I was being shown)
QHT: Now you can condense time and move through it, you can move into the other side, what do you see?
(Maybe the images I was shown gave me a sense of linearity to enable me to move out of that place)

Client: I'm on the other side.
QHT: What can you see?
Client: I'm in "Pure Space!" The void is not the Void it's stuff still, it's recognized as the Void by the
mind but it's not, it's All information, it's all information! (within the matrix/universes)
QHT: You can access that information.
Client: I'm not allowed to do that! It causes this body to do funny things, I think there's a way...
QHT: Now you're outside of the Void?
Client: I'm outside in pure, Pure, the purest space, and the void is right next to me, I think, you would
think Pure Space was the void but the void is there, all information, all Beings, all Light is there, I'm
in Pure, Pure Space.
QHT: What separates you from the Void?
Client: Pure Space
QHT: What do you see in there is there anyone else with you?

Client: Pure Space, I think it's “objective bubble”, I think you have to go to pure space to get to
Source.

Wheel of Life from my perspective
QHT: You can go anywhere in that pure space.
Client: I know but there's nowhere to go though it doesn't seem (What I failed to mention was that all I
saw was infinite pure (particle free) space. However, there were two points of Light in the far distance that
looked like stars, I could have gone to either of those), that's what I mean, access denied, it's pure space.
Inside it (the mass ball of information) is all of the information but it can't be transmitted, I think it was
meant to be transmitted by the meditator (monk) but we moved from the meditator into the nothing,
the meditator was created to answer questions.
QHT: We can go back to the meditator if you wish, we can move out of the Puuurre space and back to the

meditator
Client: Yes
QHT: Have you found that meditator?
Client: Yes
QHT: Are you back in the body?
Client: Yes
QHT: Why can't you access the information from the Void?
Client: It's too much, it's everything, you can't have it all (laughs), you can't have it all like that... the
Truth... It's only called the truth & the word is everything, the word literally pulls from one dimension
into the other, literally pulls, I can nearly feel the tremors as I am speaking now, it would have been
worse if I hadn't been speaking through this body (Metaphorical Buddha Form) it pulls its information
but it can't... No...
QHT: We don't need all the information.
Client: (almost laughing) No, Destroy! The whole of reality! if it was to escape the whole reality would
dissipate!
QHT: Ok, another question, why does he feel like a scientists?
Client: It is the being, "The body needs your permission.".... As an observer, just the observer, that's
where he came from, ummm, it's not the observer, it's the information device really, a living, electric,
information device.
QHT: What was?
Client: You call him "He"
QHT: He who?
Client: The Observer, the "I am"
QHT: What do you observe?
Client: That's what we do, it's how we learn, and through observing we experience, we don't always
have to interact to experience we can just observe.
QHT: What do you do with the information?
Client: All information goes back to Source, “the scientist is denied access but the observer is
allowed to continue”
QHT: Now I want you to drift away (interrupted)
Client: AAAAH! I can feel something happening to this Buddha body. (tremors building up in my
body, very similar to when I was asked to go back before God wass)
QHT: What was the purpose of you going there to the Buddha body?
Client: To transmit safely. (again, the universe would implode if God was transmitted, Heaven can be
transmitted just fine)
QHT: But you're saying you're denied access.
Client: To certain information, it's when I try to pull it. I can pull it & I can have it but "it" knows better
than I do, it knows better than I do so I trust it, it's ok whether I have this information or not, it's ok, it
knows better than I do and I know, it knows, everything is perfect, intend the Healing... (When I
mention "It" in this last paragraph it means the Source or God)

If you wish to learn how to take someone into a profoundly meaningful and healing past life
using one of the most powerful ways know to man. (albeit a little challenging sometimes) then
simply visit www.QuantumHealingCentre.co.uk
If you would like to book a session with Chris please visit the Prices page for a selection of
Session options
– Skype Sessions are now available –
Read more Client Stories on our web site.

Visit our open Client Stories Facebook Group

Visit our open Regression Healing facebook Group
Dedication: I would like to thank everyone who has inspired me, used me as a QHHT Guinea Pig, all of my incredible
clients, those who've encouraged me and helped me both near and afar, seen and unseen, future and past, you will
know who you are, YOU are the true Heroes and Heroines! Stay Shining!
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